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ABSTRACT 
 

The general purpose of the study was to do an investigation on the role that the individuals and savings accounts play towards 

the Social Security Transformation. The research problem was how most of the Americans perceive the Social Security 

experience. Most of them see this as the long haul funding issue which should be looked into so as to come up with the solution. 

The design of this research will entail looking at both the individuals who are below the age of 35 years and those that have 

retired. It will also entail conducting some interviews from various individuals and stakeholders who are in relation to this issue. 

After conducting the research, it was found out that most of the youths are not sure about the Social Security Fund. This is 

because they do not believe that laborers can bear higher finance charges. The research also found out that scaling up of the 

individual accounts has a lot of advantages. It was also found out that individual account planning can vary in two ways namely; 

laborer's definitive retirement benefit hanging exclusively on the span of workers’ commitments and achievement of laborer's 

speculation strategy and within the individual record framework, benefits will be compensated out of huge collections for 

exclusive reserve funds. The research also found out some threats to the individual account namely; investment threat and deficit 

threat. Lastly, it was found out that the most applicable way for enhancing the wellbeing of the youthful employees and those 

employees that have retired is giving the support countrywide sparing in order to get more future salaries which can be shared 

amongst the employees. 
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1. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 Two methods were used to collect data. The first method was that of conducting interviews whereby the youthful employees and 

the retired employees were interviewed. On top of that, the concerned stakeholders were also interviewed. The other method that 

was used was that of a questionnaire whereby the employees and those who have retired were given forms to fill so that their 

response could be analyzed. The data that was collected was analyzed through content analysis whereby all the data collected from 

the interviews conducted and from the questionnaire were analyzed so as to come up with the final conclusion.  

 

2. COLLECTIVE SECURITY’S FUNDING DIFFICULT 
Many Americans perceive that Social Security experiences a long haul funding issue. Numerous employees under the age of 35 

have a strong belief that the issue is so serious in that they will certainly not get Social Security payment. Youthful employees do 

not have self-assurance in Social Security since they do not believe that the forthcoming laborers will bear the higher finance charges 

that will be expected to keep the program dissolvable. However, they are incorrect but their feelings of dread should not be ignored. 

For just about two decades, numerous powerful assessment individuals and elected authorities have savagely opposed any expansion 

in charges, notwithstanding when it was clear that the forthcoming Social Security incomes will miss the mark regarding guaranteed 

future advantages. On the off chance, the Congress plus the civic are against heightening charges now, when tax increment needed 

to take out Social Security's for some time is generally little. This further raises a question if they will raise assesses after the year 

2020, when the needed duty increment would be far-off bigger. More youthful employees and numerous influential people clearly 

don't think that way. 

 

One of the most straightforward and finest ways for Social Security's funding issue is to sleek guaranteed advantages and upsurge 

the finance charges by either one or even two per cent. It would be reasonable if real strides were done well ahead of the year 2010 

when Baby Boom age starts resigning. In spite of the fact that it is not vital that future advantages be diminished or assesses climbed 

promptly, it is alluring that choices about future advantages and duties be made at the earliest opportunity. The OASDI Trustees' 

middle suppositions infer that Trust Reserves will be exhausted not long after the year 2030. The most youthful Baby Boom 

employees will be within the mid-60s when the year comes. On the off chance that employees are to design a strategy for their 

superannuation, it is basic advising them on the amalgamation that regards the decreased advantages or higher duties that will look 

above their professions. 
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The danger for Social Security dissolvability has incited numerous individuals to give novel answers for the funding issue. A few 

recommendations have been made aiming at diminishing or taking out the job for Social Security by giving protection to the 

livelihoods of debilitated plus old people. Also, other people have the less complex objective of refining the money related execution 

for Social Security Trust Funds through the allowance of Trust Fund stores to put resources into values or other high-yielding 

resources. 

 

3. INDIVIDUAL ACCOUNTS 
Among the most broadly discussed change plan is scaling back Social Security advantages plus supplant them completely or even 

halfway with the secretly overseen arrangement of individual superannuation accounts. Such records could be managed freely as 

the customary Social Security or an extra part of the current framework (Sherraden, 2017). Defenders for individual records give 

three principle contentions for stirring towards individual benefits accounts: 

(a) It can help in lifting the rate of profit workers win for retirement commitments. 

(b) Can support national sparing plus future financial development.  

(c) Has viable political favorable circumstances in contrast with changes in prevailing open projects which depend on advanced 

finance charges or even greater aggregation for open annuity holds (Tyrowicz, Makarski, and Bielecki, 2018). 
 

Moving to an arrangement of enormous individual records must defeat a major budgetary obstacle. The current Social Security 

framework has effectively gathered gigantic unfunded accountabilities to laborers that are now resigned or those that will resign in 

the following a couple of years (O'connor, 2017). To prepare for another single record framework, the state must discover open 

assets to recompense for prevailing Social Security commitments whereas leaving youthful laborers adequate cash for keeping in 

the new retirement bank accounts. This requires downsizing existing commitments—by putting to hold advantages—or expanding 

all-out commitments from current laborers. A huge scale singular record framework would require major new open getting. The 

nation has battled for many decades to dispose of the government shortage. If this is achieved, a higher number of voters will be 

furious to see that achievement discarded so as to prepare for another arrangement of individual records. 

 

4. CONVERSION TO THE INDIVIDUAL ACCOUNT SYSTEM 
Individual accounts planning vary from the customary Social Security within two significant means. To start with, laborer's 

definitive retirement benefit hangs exclusively on the span of workers’ commitments and achievement of laborer's speculation 

strategy. Specialists that cause bigger commitments to get greater benefits and other things equivalently. Labourers whose ventures 

acquire better returns will get a lot of bigger benefits than specialists who contribute inadequately. Second, within the individual 

record framework, benefits will be compensated out of huge collections for exclusive reserve funds. Interestingly, current Social 

Security benefits are funded primarily by finance duties of the dynamic labourers. This contrast amongst the two sorts of framework 

suggests that investment funds gathering in the individual-account strategy would be commonly bigger than collection required in 

the compensate-as-you-go Social Security (Fisch, Wilkinson-Ryan and Firth, 2016). 
 

The United States is unable to quickly remove its open retirement framework plus supplant it with the private framework. Towards 

the ending of the year 1997, nearly forty-four million people from America were getting reimbursements under Social Security. 

Around 2.3 million specialists started to gather novel retirement or incapacity reimbursements amid the past a year. Regardless of 

whether the nation embraced another individual record framework for laborers under 45, individuals who are as of now gathering 

Social Security or who will start gathering inside the following couple of years which will keep on accepting Social Security checks 

for quite a few years. Open finances must be appropriated to pay for these benefits, paying little respect to the framework set up for 

laborers who will resign in far off coming years (Schmid, 2015). 

 

5. THREATS FOR INDIVIDUAL ACCOUNTS 
Deficit threat. The urge to compensate for benefits of individuals who are as of now resigned or close retirement age represents a 

test to all designs for setting up required individual superannuation accounts. Cash must be created for existing benefits obligations 

and workers can be approached to add to new sort of annuity account recording (Siničáková, Sulikova and Gavurova, 2017). 
 

Investment threat. Frequently mentioned benefit for individual accounts is that they would allow specialists to be able to gain a 

greatly improved ratio of return as compared to how they are going to accomplish within their commitments to the customary Social 

Security. This correlation is profoundly deceptive. To begin with, the asserted profit for Social Security commitments is excessively 

low. A few donors will gain negative profits for their Social Security commitments (Kuitto, 2016). 

 

6. CONCLUSION 
The most ideal approach for improving the wellbeing of both youthful employees plus future retirees is supporting nationwide 

sparing so that there can be the availability of more future salary to share amongst future labourers plus retirees. Most of the 

individual superannuation account strategies can achieve such kind of objective, however, most of them would not—plus many 

would really diminish total sparing. I can't perceive how disposal or strident reduction of the Social Security benefits would ever 

advance the possibilities of the present more youthful labourers. Their wellbeing and trust within the framework could be enhanced 

if benefits plus commitment tariffs were immediately changed in accordance with Social Security's guarantees and with its future 

incomes (Burtless, 2016). 
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